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Question I ( 30 marks) 
I

(A) Define the following items: I
(i) tlne metric space and its required conditions I
(ii) rhe rea! axis and write its metric and check its conditions I
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(B) (il Deduce e."ii oi Caucrry-St*i"i urra noraiis inequalities II
(ii/ Deduce the Menkovski inequality for summations using Holders 

I
inequalitY for summations I

(lrl/ Define the Cauchy's sequence and prove that every convergent sequence 
I

in metric space is Cauchy sequence (1s Marks)' I

Question ? ( 30 marks) |

(A) (i/ Prove,that the Euclidian space is a complete space I
(it) Define definite and indefinite dimensional vector space.

(iit What is the difference between regular space and Banach space

(L5 Marks)

ti.-(B) 1il Define the Norm and state its properr

(i4 Define the linear independence and linear dependence

(ii{ Can uretric in vector Space produce metric? ( 1'5 Marks)

Questisn 3 (3Smarks)

(Al fil Defrne the continuolls application.

fi{ What are the types of groups in metric space and what is the relation

between ttrem.

{iiil When the sequerrce in metric space is converging sequence (20 Marks)
-- ' . - ' - ---- ' ' -

(B) lrii Give some examples of norm in different spaces

lriij Define ttre inner product space and Hilbert space.

I fiirl Write some exqllpI.ljn 3getric space. (20 Marks)
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